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       The brand HuaYu XBD series fire-pump for constru-

ction is  a new product  applicable  for  fire  fighting  and

living water supply of high building, it was developed by

Shaanxi  aerospace  power  hi-tech co., ltd,  together with

and entrusted by China North-west  Construction  Design

and  Research  Institute, it is a highly reliable and quality

special fire-pump. The  product  completely accords with

the national standard GB6245-2006  Fire-Pump and  

meets the actual fire  fighting  and  fire  control  criterion

demand and had passed  test  of   The   National   Fire-

fighting   Equipment Quality  Supervision  Test Center in

April 1998, and had passed the appraisal of  new  product 

put into production jointly run by Shaanxi Fire-fighting 

Supervise and Management  Bureau, and  had  passed  

the  science and technology  fruits  appraisal  jointly  run 

by Shaanxi National Defence  Science  and   Industrial   

Office  together  with Shaanxi Science Committee in June

1998 .This pump series is the originate product internal 

and external, its  performance is in the highest flight level 

in domestic and had already  applied patent  whose  

number is ZL01246918.1 People who fake the pump will 

be punished by law.

       Quality of  the pumps have  already  been insured by

Xi'an Insurance  Company.

       1.Specialty of the production 

       XBD series fire-pump for construction has the  great

advantage of changeable  flow  and  steady  pressure and

flat  flow-distance  curve , that  is when  the flow change

between 0 to MAX , the distance change is less than 5%,

and  the  pressure  will  not exceed the  standard pressure

when  flow is  few  or 0, which  ensure  the  work of  fire

fighting  performed  normally  and  greatly  improve  the
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efficiency of  fire  shooting  in addition  to the safety and

reliability of fire-man and fire-equipment.

       This  series  pumps  are vertical  pumps  which  have

commonage  axle with electrical machine ,structure more  

compact , few area  be  used , have  credibility  mechanic

sealant, inner structure reasonable, more higher credibili-

ty, more long life, running  smoothly, low noise, maintain

free, repair all the life .The  drive  electrical  machine for

the pump series is general electrical machine,doesn't need

to change speed, it symbolizes a great  breaking  through

on  technology of  fire-pump  in China  which  will  bring

notable social and economic benefits.

       2.Application 

       XBDseries fire-pump for construction is mainly used 

for water supply of fix fire fighting system in industry and 

civil  building (fire  hydrant  system , automatically spray 

fire-shooting system and spraying  fire- shooting system),

especially, it is applicable for water  supply system in the

part  area  of  high  buildings , and  also could be used for 

commonage water  supply system in the part area of high

buildings, and also could be used  for commonage  water 

supply system for fire control and living (producing )and

for water  supply occasion of  construction , government,

factory and mine.

       3.Model specification

High speed high pressure high cavitation
turbine pump
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